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Introduction 

The SuperHILAC has been operating on a limited 
basis since April 1972. Beam studies which have 
been made 50 far have ccnsisted of measurements 
of the beam as tuned up to de 11 ver Ir.a.ximum beam 
to the experimen~l area. We have been interetted 
1n see1 .. g how the properties of these beams agree 
wi til ou: expectations. Studies :'ave been made of 
1) injector emittance an~l injection line trans
mission properties, 2) acceptance and transo1ssion 
of the linac cavities, 3) neasured er..ittancc, 
4) tuning properties. With respect to stUdies 
that have been cade so far, the SuperHlLAC behaves 
about as expected. At an rf duty factor of 61>, a 
7.2 IIeY/A carbon beam of 1.1 x lolj pps has a 
measu~d enittance of.0.9~ cm Qrad and a FWHM 
energy spread less than 1%. raising the duty 
factor to 3~ and adding a buncher Will increase 
the intensity by at least a factor of 10. 

SuperHILAC Co~onents 
The najor rebuilding of the :erkeley HILAC, 

causing it to be dubbed the SuperHILAC, ~us des
cribed by Robert :·:ain at the last LinacConference. 
(1) 'l'here are tl."O inject::-rs, each with its o~'tl 
t!8nsport system (See Fig. 1). Injector II is a 
pressurize1 high-voltage generator for the accel
eration of ions of mass A ~ 40. (2) It operates 
at voltE.5eS up to 2.5 K>l to acceIe:ate ions to 
pre~tripp~r injection energy of 113 KeV/A. The 
injector I2 is &. conventional Coc::croft-i-ialton 
for ~ccele!?t10:l of 10ns of mass ,numbers ~ 40, 
re;'..Urinr.; up to 750 KY. 12, and its associated 
transport s~'stem on, we!':! used for the neasure
u~nts described in this ~a~r. The accelerating 
C01~7~ axis of I2 is perpendicular to the prc
strippc r f,xic snu

o 
0.7 ,a aco'/e 1 t. The mabllet TZ:-1 

ber.ds the beam 90 in a horizont~l_ p1~~e and 150 

dO-.. 'n' .. 'ard. The r:.'3.gnet PHI then bends the beam 
again so as to align it ~ith the prestripper axis, 
.... hich lie::; in a hvrizontel plane. Pi·!l f.1so be!lds 
the beam :f rorr, I~~ lIhi ch arrives f:ro:n be lo~, into 
the pl'estripper axis. Llne 'I2 cor.tains two tr1-
plet~ for focusinG and 5 1ipo1es fer e.lignlleont 
ste"r':'nc. J'hc :!.ir!~ is opereted dc; to date no 
bur.cher he.~ b~_en used. 

'The prestripper ir- an !,lvaI'"Z, linac, 3 m in 
dia.. by 18.6 1:1,10:'.(3, whic:l F..ccele:-ates ions to 
1.2 :~V/A. It, -is divided in·v::> t:.::> elec~ricC:.lly 
il1ie)Y"n:ler.t tutti;:;, of whie:1 th~ first, a r.!10rt 
ow" h 1 •• 2 n. Focu5in.; j:; by I:::if;:lclic q;;.ndrupoles 
excj 1-cd I:: the +_ .... -.... (;;=1) co:-.:·ie:;u:re.tion. Four 
alibll!:cnt ;:.<.c;rwts are ins:alled in the prestripper. 
1'.\111, 'IAl/3 for horizontaJ. stct:rir.e; and BAV2, BAV4' 
for vertical steering (Fir. 1). 'The minirr.um q/A 
accepted by the lJTestrlpp",r is .040; for this 
g/I'., and for c,:3 '" -200 , t!:,:) first tank ]'Cquires 
all average electric gradient of 1.35 m/r.I, the 
se~ond tan.~ 1.8 HV/m. 

,. 

A transport system C, 3.7 m long, is provided 
between pre- aM poststr1pper. Four quadrupole 
singlets are used for focusing and niatching. Four 
dipoles' are used for alignment steering. Beams 
from Il need to be stripped here; beams froe I2 
do not. 

The poststripper is an Alvarez linac 30.9 m 
long. It contains 5 part1tions wh1ch div1de the 
linac into 6 1ndependently driven tanks of 
approxilrately eqt1el length. At present the maxi= energy is given by tank D7 and is nOminally 
7.2 l-E Y / A. In the near futUre the addition of a 
rf station to D9 viIi!. raise the energy to 8.5 
MeV/A. The minimum q/A is 0.17, requiring an 
average electric grSdient of 1.8 MV/m for full 
acceleration. 

Injection System 

Heavy 10n injectors have inherent problems 
froa which proton 1njectors Ilre immune. 'Ihe ion 
source ot Ia consistsot a penning type arc 
discharge with high voltage extractor which 
supplies e beam containing man~; charge states of 
the ion desired as well as ions of any contaminRnt 
present in the arc - such as from a compound 
source gas. The source analyzing magnet I2~!, 

followed -by a collimator can separate the desired 
q/A to a resolution of about 12%. However, charge 
exchange processes can result fn many neight-oring 
charge states reappearing 1n the beam followin~ 
analysis. For this reason additlon~l bending 
oognets in the injection line are essential for the 
best operation of a heavy ion linac. Fig. 2 shows 
a simple example of an ergon beam emerging from 
I2, ~rhich has been analyzed by T2M. In this caRe 
a1tho'.lgh argon 7+ is the ion desired, 6+ is tDre 
abtm1ant in the source. The 5+ should be l'l;:jected 
by the source m~gnet, and in this case is probably 
due to a reconbination ot 6+ ions beforc accel
eration by the column. 

InJection ~ransport. A calculation of the beam 
profiles expected in the injector I2 and injection 
transport SyS\'H! '.12 is shown in Fig. 3. The 
ir.:portant featm-es are: a waist, in both x and y 
at three places: inside the column, at the cente~ 
of '12:;, and at the prestripper entrance. It proves 
to be easy to tun~ th(! triple:ts for maximum t.rur.li-
13is,~ion. R~pr.)d:.;cibilHy, as judged by quadnlpolc 
cUITent&, is di ff lcul t t.':) achie Vt!. '111i5 1s recause 
~hen the beam is Off-axis (and for one reason or 
anothzr it orLen i!l) the focusir;B action of the 
coltL-::n and of' '1'2/-, are changed. It hal; been fo.:nd 
thet ma~ing the c01umn weaker in focusinB by 
Imrerinc the grauiEnt to hal!' \'C'.lue for a distance 
of one-tenth cf the colUJ:lll length, results in 
beam of greater intenSity and better quality 
reaching cup T2XCI at the colun"oIl exit. It is 



, ' 
important that the beam be ce::ltered at the eol,umn 
entra:.ce, and be aimed al~nb the column axis. 
Steerine dipoles e.t the colu;:m entrance are 
necessary in order toe.ccomplish this. 

Injector ~xnin~ and ~Droduciuility. Selection 
of the proper charge s~ate ion is easy with system 
T2. /l,s .the beaz:; rigid1t:," is then know71 from the 
900 bending magnet, the Cockcroft-Walton voltage 
does not need to be precisely calibrated. FOC1.1Sing 
for maxi~n transcission can be accoffiplishcd 
satisfactorily With the aid of a faraday cup, BXC, 
at the prestripper entra."1ce. Injector beams with 
the sa~e q/A reproduce satisfe.ctorily, but beam 
perfon:ance does not scale with q/A. The injector 
and tre.:-,sport parameters r.rust be optimized anew 
for each ion. 
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Injector E!:;i ttance ?':.easu::ements. Two carbon paddles, 
T2XPl and 72XP2 .... ere used. Each paddle contained " 
a slit 1.6 mm Wide. Paddle separation was 30 cm. 
They were operated remotely using electric motors. 
Positio~ readout was by linear potentiometer, 
accuracy ±O.l =. For a measurerr..ent, one slit 
was fixed at successive positions along a line 
transverse to t.he beam axis, a.."ld at each positiOn 

the othe r slit was used to scan the beam. The 
been t~nsmitted through both slits was read on a 
downstream faraday cup. The faraday cup signal 
and the linear pot signal were digitized and 
punched on paper tape for later analysis. ~li th 
the y.no· ... ledge of slit positions at, the time a 
given beam current was read, the transverse 
emittance could then be calculated. A single 
emi ttance lrcasurel:lent reqUired about 15 minutes. 
Repeated checks showed. no significant chan~ in 
beam properties over much longer periOds. After 
n~asure~ents were Dade in a horizontal plane, the 
paddles "ere r,:,tated 900 around the beam axis and 
the ~asurenents were repeated with the same tuning 
condi tions. Emi ttance curyes obtained for a beam 
of carbon ions arc shown in Figs. 4 and 5, as the 
solid curves. The contours refer to beam proper
ties at the fixed slit T2X?2, but of ions'which 
are actually transo1tted through T2 and are meas
ul~d on cup BXC. The e~~ttance area of a carbon 
beam is seen to be 1.2~ c~-mrad in the horizontal 
plane, 5.7~ in the vertical plane. The curves 
indicate the point at which ion intensity was 2i 
of I$xi=. 'l'he beam intensity distribution is 
shO,1J] in Fib' 6. 

Tr~,sn1tted Enlttance. 7he transverse acceptance 
oftiie pre(;t.ripper is a function' of the transverse 
fo~using strenGth 58, and also depends upon the 
dCGrec ·.'h.tch quadrupoles arc l:usaligne~. (3) 
For the beE-=:! used -in these measurements Go = 1. 4 
in the prestripper. The calculated acceptance, 
aS5u;;li nr; n0 ::J.1salignt'lent is llrr cm mrad, as ob
tained usi r..::; a PAK!IIA-tn)e proGram. To get an 
idea of th'! n~t'lal trons\'crse phese acceptance of 
th'~ pl"CGtrj.r;';'2r, th~ cr.rl.ttance p.18.surenents "'t~re 

r'~;:'eul~d ex"ctl:; as d(;~;crib':d C.~)ove, but with 
farndny cup ~urrer.t from C',(C2 read out j,nr. t(:Hd of 
fro:"- EXG, ~nll:'l \It: arc no',; ~,ukJ.nG dl~t1J. ex£.ctly 
t:.::; t-cfore, n:.:;',dn s:-,o',rlnr-; .;hilt the elr.i ttl<.nce looks 
like I:.t j:ZXI'2, onlj' nOlT in tenus of the surviVing 
ions that reach CXC2. The beam intensi tie::; are 
not directly comparable because of longitudinal 
losses - rf trapping efficiency is about 25<;', for 
carbon. After a suitable nor.aalization curves 

were obtained which are also shown in Figs. 

4 and 5, as dotted lines. 
within the uncertainty of 
prestripper acceptance is 
of the beam. 
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These curves show that, 
the measurement, the 
adequate to transmit all 

A third set of CEasurerrents ,las made, this 
time using faraday cup EXCI at the poststripper 
exit. The curves obtained are shown as dashed 
lines in Figs. 4 and 5. Transmission in the y 
plane is excellent, but a considerable loss of 
area occurs in the x plane. At present we do not 
understand the cause of this. 

Prest!'ipper 

Tuning. Quadrupoles are energized so that the 
transverse focusing forces, which are proportional 
to Bil (gradient times effecti\~ length), are 
constant. The first and last quadrupoles are 
shunted so as to run at one-half this B' I, in order 
to obtain the best matching conditions. A value 
of B'I, is chosen such that the operating pOint 
for the 1inac lies inside the region of stability 
for N=l, as given by the ClatrlX theory of trans
verse stability. (4) This theory appears to be 
accurate in predicting stability boundaries. If 
transverse focusing were the whole story, the pre
stripper magnets could be operated passively, 
i.e. no tuning would be required. Unfortunately 
the quadrupo1es do more than focus. Small 
quadrupole misalignrwents can cause a wandering of 
the. beam releti ve to the Hnnc axis seriOUS enough 
so that beam would be scraped off on the dri~t 
tube bore. Also changing the electric gradient: 
level Will cause focusing and steering effects. 
In order to provide sufficient tuning to cope 
with these effects, a po;.~r supply connecting the 
first f,i ve quadrupoles in series, and a power 
supply connecting the last five quadrupoles in 
series ~re used, as well as the four dipo1es-~BAlU, 
BAV2, BMI3, Bl\V4. These six tuning parameters, 
together with the two tank gradients and the 
relative tank phase appear to be adequate for 
tr~ optimization of beam quality. 

Prestripper Emittance. The emittance of a 1.2 
MeV/A carbon beam ,las measured at CXP using thE!' 
slotted plate apparatus, see belm", Wi th sens1ti~ed 
paper at CXG. Results are shown in Fig~--l. An 
estimated 9% of the beam lies within 1.5~ cm mrad 
in the horizontal plane end 1.8rr in the vertical 
plane, with about ±O.5rr uncertainty in eech 
figur~. These areas can easily be tra~sported 
through area C without loss. Fig. 8 shows the 
result of a calcule.tion which attempts to re
constr..tct the bea.m envelopes in this area usine 
ellipses, fitted to the data of :rig. 7, and 
measured quadrupole currents which were con~rted 
to appropriate map-..netic gra:l1ents. A surprising 
fcature of this bear.! is that it emerges from the 
preztripper with a sr..s.ll .raist in both planes, 
and Wi th larGer divergence than would be c:<r~cted 
f 1';,) O. the r.-.ae;nituuc of the transverse focusing 
forccA' Fie. 9 shows the beam siz;. We lIo'.lld ex;>ect 
for 00 = l.h in the pl~f;trippcl'. At th~ prc
ntrlppcr exit the:re is a ;'<list in each plane of 
about 7 om. One ;''!l.~" to explain the much smaller 
waist size Which was ocasured is to take into 
account the effect of acceleration on the trans
verse focusing. According to so~ computer runs 
Which have been made, interaction between trans
verse and longitudinal forces can produce a 

( 

... -

.......... 
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I:.odulation of the beam envelope in the l1nac. This 
coupled t::~t1on has been studied by Ohn'..lr.:.a (5) and 
others. ~lhether not this co'.lpling car, explain the 
present obseI'\'ations is not kno-.m. SOl~e more 
observations a~d some more calcu1atio~s might an
swer this question. P~other bit of evidence Which 
pOints to important longitudiar.1-trans.~rse coup
ling effects ... ;as obtair:ed when a scintillating 
screen -.'as placed in the a!'ea C, near CXC2. It 

-3-

~~s observed t~at ch~~8inb nothing but the elec
tric gradient in tank 52 ce.used the be a:::; image to 
rove laterally on the screen. On sone occasions 
the sensitivity ~as such the.t a centimeter of 
lateral nation could be acc~mplished by varying the 
gradient by only a few percent. 

Posts tripper 

'Iunine;. Transverse matchir.g of the beam to the " 
poststripper entrance is done With the four 
quadrupoles in area C. Corrections to beam align
ment are made With the four dipoles in this area. 
However, the area C transport system is too short 
to pe rmi t making all of the changes to the beam 
necessary for best accepte.nc~. It is usually 
necessary to go back and retune the prestripper 
and the injection transport system to get the best 
t~ac.. Foststripper quadrupoles are also set for 
Ge = const. Co~~nly, the value of eO = 0.6 is 
\l~cJ, ~';Jich corresponds to e. long betatron wave
length a~ makes the ~eam less sensitive to per-
t .... rbc.tions in the focusing stn:.cture, such as 
those caused by tr.1ssine; quadrupoles. Just as is 
done .... ith the prestripper, two sets of quadrupoles 
are used for tuning control. The entrance set 
contains 12 qu&llrupoles in series, the exit set 7 
in series. No dipoles h~ve been provided inside 
thc poststripper tanks for steering control. Since 
the emitt.ance transmission measurement (Fig. 4) 
indicates some l~sses Which could be attributed 
to beam. ~"a!1derin; ~re consider that addi tion of 
such magnets night be beneficial. However, under
standing beam s~eering beh3. .... i.or in the poststripper 
is n9t simple, because the ::any separately excited 
rf cavities also contribute. 

Poststrin'.)er Er.l!ttance. r~asuremnts have been 
/!a.de of the carbon 2+ bEam, with results shown in 
Figs. 10 and 11. A slotted p},ate. was used at EXP, 
~'i th a glass slide at EXG, as described below. 
Energy is 7.2 I',eV/A, pee.~ current BO!.tA, duty 
factor 61:. Essentially all of the beam lies Within 
l.~ cm mrad in the horizontal vIane, 1.7~ in the 
vertical, but ~uch of this area is due to a low
i!1tensit~1 ha;I.o ',1:ich, ver~' likely, is the result 
of irr;perfect tll .. '1ing of rf in the tanks D3, ••• , 
D-f. Tile c"lrves 16.be1ed7r::rj, are reasured et 3o.~ 
of p-:!ay~ int~ns f. t J", and incl\lo.~ r.i05 t of t:'1e bean!. 
,"'h'2yexclude this 10;{ inter:sity halo, and are our 
best l!'>~(\su::-e bf !,'oststrip?cr er.li.tta11cC, O.91( CUl

r.rad in ec.'~:1 pln~,(). 'I'he dj verc;':mce of tLis bean is 
. sm3-11, fa1l1ne; ;;i thin a t,ot' __ l anele of 5 IT.:r.,',d. 

This 10\1' di ver.::;e;-,ce all~,~,':j th'2 bean to travel from 
nJ.(5, the la.st focusin,:; ,:ruz:.J,'upo1e, to f::lraday 
cUJl F.XC2, a diste..'lce of 71:l<:ters, \.'ithout appre
ciable lo;,s. It is unl1}:ely that this :result is 
fortuitous but. ra~her the outcome of the tuning 
procesz, the mecilanisr.lS of wilich .... e do not as yet 
fully under<:tand. 

!mere;)' 'l'u!".ing a:ld l,leasul'er.lent. 'Iv.> tools have 
been helpful for setting rf gx-adient and phase 
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in the poststripper. One is a crystal placed at a 
small ,angle to the ext t line at ElCE. A gold foil 
can be inserted into the bean at this point so 
that a few ions are elastically scattered into the 
cI""Jsta1 giving an 011tput proportional to total 
energy. Pulses are displal~d on an oscilloscope. 
,This device is useful for stUd;ying the behavior 
of each tar~ in trapping and accelerating particles. 
For exa~le when tuned for full energy, the effect 
of mis-tuning the gradients and phases is to cause 
particles to slip out of acceleration and drifton 
through the machine at some partial energy. 

Use of the posts tripper to obtain energies 
that are continuously variable above 2.6 1.:eV/A 
appears to work as expected, and as was described 
at the last Linac Conference. (6) 

Measurement of energy spread at full energy 
gives a ~lH!,1 less than 1%. Somewhat greater 
Widths. are observed at 10"..rer energy. Here the 
contribution to energy spread by the crystal, 
scatter foil ~~d electronics is not negligible, 
and \;e must make a more careful neasureanent than 
We have done so far to get an accura~e ene~~ 
spread. 

Another tool which is most useful in energy 
tuning is the magnet El-12, Which when bending 
through a large angle into a faraday cup, eliminate& 
unwanted charge states and energies and permits 
maximizing beam intensity at the desired energy. 

Tank phase, With reference to tank B2, is 
regulated to ±l degree. Electric gradient 
ampl1 tude is regulated to to. 5~. This is adequate I 
although we believe that better bearn..<; will be 
obtained with improved regulation of gradient. 

Slotted Plate Heasurine Equipment 

A thin (1.25 om) al~~nuc plate has cut in it 
a series of parallel slots 0.2 rom Wide, spacing 
2.5 mm on centers. A recording screen is placed 
O.5m downstream. The spacing of the slots end 
the distance to the screen al~ chosen so that no 
overlapping of iruages occurs. 

In area E ordinary glass is used as a reCOrdi~ 
mediu..'n. At 7.2 ~feV/A an inCident beB.'11 exposure 
of about 5 particle ~-sec/cm2 produces a satis
factory image of the slots in the forul of a brown 
discoloration in the glass. The darkening appears 
to be proportional to beam int-ensi ty. These 
images are scanned with an optical micro-del~sito
meter to get aeraphical output of intenSity vs. 
position. These l'~cords are then used to obtain 
the emittance area as it appears at the slotted 
plate. 

At 1.2 1';eV/A in the area C, Class does not 
darkt>n. Treated p3.pcr g1.vez a contrasty ir.-.age 
which can be /!k!/1.surcd directl~' but ~'hich is not 
as satisfactory in rccordinc detail. VIe have 
found that 11 clem- plD.~tic flll:" said to be ll\flal', 
docs darken. 'flli;; -,:111 prob'lbi.y Ci ve hetter 
results than tl~D.ted paper because it can be 
scanned With the microdensito~eter. 

J\.clcno;:l('dce~!ent 

The 'WOrk described here was made possible 
only by the enthusiastic support of the entire 
Heavy Ion Accelerator Group staff. We are grate
ful to Albert Ghiorso for the installation a.nd 



calibration of the crystal detector energy 
measuring apparatus. 

(1) 

(2 ) 

(4) 

(6) 
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Fieure Captions 

1. Schematic plan of SuperHILAC showing beam handling components with their 
designations. 

2. Analysis of an argon beam in the T2 injection line. Charge states 5, 6, 
7 are resolved. 

3· 
4. 

5. 
6. 

7· 
8. 

9. 

Calculation of beam envelope in the injector and transport line. 

Neasurement of injector emittance for a carbon beam (horizontal plane) 
and of transm:i. tted emittance to area C and area E. 

I>1easurement similar to Fig. 4, in the vertical plane. 

Beam intensity distributions for the emittance curves of Figs. 4 and 5. 

Emittance for a carbon beam, measured in area C. 

Beam profile in a n~a C extrapolated from measured em! ttance and quadrupole 
excitations. 

Calculated beam praflles in area C, assuming linac transverse focuslng 
forces are de coup led from longitudinal forces. The curves result from 
different quadrupole strengths assumed for the poststripper; solid 
lines e~ = 0.61, dotted lines eO = 0.43.' , 

10. Measured emi tta:.'"1ce at 7.2 Me V / A in area J.'::: (horizontal plane) . 

11. Heasured emittance at 7.2 MeV/A in area E (vertical plane). 
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r-----------------LEGALNOTICE------------------~ 

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by the 
United States Government. Neither the United States nor the United 
States Atomic Energy Commission, nor any of their employees, nor 
any of their contractors, subcontractors, or their employees, makes 
any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or 
responsibility for the accuracy, completeness or usefulness of any 
information, apparatus, product or process disclosed, or represents 
that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. 
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